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We are in the last weeks of 2022, and we have a lot to
celebrate. It was a great year for us, not only because it
marked our 20th anniversary, but also because we've
accomplished many great projects that we would like to
share with you.

This year our internal events had an extra special touch
to mark the occasion. We used this opportunities to
recognize the hard work of people who have been
working with us through the growth path. It was an
excellent opportunity to welcome new employees and
integrate them to the team. 

Watch Video of 2022 Highlights

It's always nice to receive gifts. And it has a special
taste when it is a recognition of the hard work and a
great milestone.
 
Special thanks to the PMMI team for a beautiful
plaque recognizing BellatRx relevance in the
packaging industry. We share with all BellatRx
employees the merit for this prize. 

EVENTS & SHOWS 2022

We had four successful in person
trade shows and two live
presentations at Virtual Pharma
Expo. 

Pack Expo East - Philly
Achema - Frankfurt
Expo Pack - Mexico City
Pack Expo Intl. - Chicago

Last weekend we received a visit from
Santa who came to see our packaging
solutions and the new technologies we
apply to our machines.
 
He took some time to interact with our
employees' kids and bring joy in this
festive time. 
 
We thank our Social Committee for
organizing another great event for
BellatRx's employees and their families.

NOTARIS PLUS 

 An Evolution in Labeling Automation      

Bridging the Skills Gap with FULLY AUTOMATED Labeling
Solutions
 

BellatRx is introducing the Notaris PLUS as the backbone to labeling

automation in today’s labor reality. This is an upgraded and smarter version of our
regular labeler which is technologically more advanced. It has been designed with
an operator interface that's very simple and easy to understand. Notaris Plus is
the original all-servo 100% totally speed synchronized labeling machine with the
most innovative ultra-fast recipe changeover system around. To offload most of
the maintenance issues, BellatRx is providing intuitive HMIs, and visual learning
components, as well as augmented reality (AR) and remote management.

Super easy setup and recipe creation
Siko Indicators with arrows pointing to the direction for adjustments
White LED strip lights to notify operator for an issue with any assembly
Portable hand-held tablet to setup and watch videos from anywhere around
the machine

Learn More About Notaris PLUS

We are thankful for the year that ends and excited to share more news and
machine improvements with our partners and customers in the coming year.  
 
We wish you a great holiday and a prosperous new year!
 
BellatRx Team. 
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